I. INTRODUCTION

Lawyers have long been fascinated by new technologies. As quickly as new inventions and new industries are developed, lawyers and scholars have rushed to examine their legal implications. New specialities are born, while others wither. One can track the trends in legal publishing - a lot of interest while it is a hot topic, dropping off once it is perceived as more boring (with a few more established academics hanging on).¹ There are still space lawyers, but they no longer write about whether aliens have constitutional rights or whether transfer of a space platform requires a deed or bill of sale.² The hot topics of one era cease to be fascinating. Questions of law and regulation remain, of course, but the technology that is ‘regulated’ fades into the background. Those writing about traffic laws, rail franchises and workplace safety rarely self-identify as technology lawyers.

Despite this, there is a strong sense among legal scholars, practitioners and students that there is something important to say about the intersection between law or regulation on the one side and technology on the other. The large number of journals purporting to publish articles at the law/technology interface is testament to this. Indeed, many legal and regulatory problems arise on the technological frontier. Whether it be the safety of nanomaterials, the privacy implications of social media, ethical and legal issues associated with new biomedical technologies or the implications of developments in neuroscience for criminal law, new technologies are frequently the source of legal questions. Mostly, these questions are asked (and answered) in a single technological or doctrinal context. Expertise in either allows scholars to answer particular questions: What rights do users have to control images shared on Facebook?³ What are the ethical assumptions underlying the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Act 2008 s 14(4)(9)?⁴ Pieces on such questions are on occasion published together, either in edited collections or in specialist journals. However, although they make important points and offer policy guidance in their fields, they do not really speak to each other.

This paper is an attempt to understand the connections that exist in scholarship addressing questions of law, regulation and technology. It begins with a discussion of ‘technology regulation’, which is the framing within which much research in the area is presented. It will also present an alternative vision revolving around Brownsword’s concept of the challenge of regulatory connection. The paper then seeks to explore which of these frames is the most likely to yield useful conversations among those considering different legal and regulatory problems at the technological frontier. It concludes that focus on ‘technology’ as a regulatory target is less likely to yield useful connections between ideas than a framing that recognises the complex relationship between law, regulation, technology and society. At the same time, it recognises the importance of adopting a more limited perspective in order to open a space for meaningful conversations, allowing those interested in legal and regulatory issues at the technological frontier to speak to each other. It concludes that the second frame provides a useful starting point.

II. WHAT IS ‘TECHNOLOGY REGULATION’?

Technology, as an object of study, has a longer history in philosophy and sociology than it has in law. Studies of the relationship between technology and society have revealed a complex relationship. Simplistic technological determinism, the sense that technological development along a particular trajectory is virtually inevitable, and that this in turn impacts on society, has been rebutted by those scholars who through careful empirical work have demonstrated the contingency of technological pathways.\(^5\) Given the power of technological design,\(^6\) the consciousness of choice has led to efforts to enhance democratic involvement in technological decision making.\(^7\) Part of this is the recognition of the importance of mechanisms to facilitate such public involvement, for example constructive, participatory and real-time technology assessment. However, despite brief interest in the 1970s,\(^8\) lawyers were largely silent during these developments. That has changed. Legal scholars are now showing more interest in the relationship between law or regulation on the one side and technology on the other. It has been suggested that this recent interest stemmed from cyberlaw scholarship, particularly the issues it raised as to the possibility, desirability and nature of internet regulation.\(^9\) It has taken some time, however, for the topic of internet regulation to expand into the field of technology regulation. An important moment was a 2007 forum hosted by the centre for the study of Technology, Ethics and Law in Society (TELOS) based in the School of
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Law at Kings’ College London on this theme. The papers from the forum were published, the contributions being split into two groups: in the first part of the collection were those papers that dealt with technologies that are used as a means of regulating (such as CCTV) and in the second part were those that dealt with regulation of technologies (to manage risks and perceived harms). The book did significantly better in the first part than in the second at explaining the coherence and links between ideas, and in understanding in a broad sense the relationship of technology and regulation. Work on technology as a regulatory tool, including recognition of the extent to which law has always relied on technology, has continued to thrive. However, as I read work on the regulation of technology, the disconnectedness of the second part of the TELOS conference remains, despite valiant efforts to provide a framework for discussion.

Technology regulation, as the term has been used in the literature, has diverse meanings. Generally, it has been broader than the study of how technical standards are created, interpreted and applied. Most of the differences between writers are related to the different meanings of ‘technology’ and ‘regulation’ and it is useful to start by considering the two terms separately.

The different potential meanings of the term ‘regulation’ have been well explored in the literature. Regulation can mean simply the promulgation of a binding set of rules, it can refer to any deliberate state influence, or it can include all forms of social or economic influence. While some writers focus on regulation by government and its agencies, others adopt a ‘decentred’ approach that looks more broadly at (intentional, and sometimes unintentional) influences on action. Within the technology regulation literature, Koops defines regulation as ‘the intentional influencing of someone’s or something’s behaviour,’ while Brownsword and Goodwin adopt Julia Black’s definition of regulation as ‘the sustained and focussed attempt to alter the behaviour of others according to standards or goals with the intention of producing a broadly identified outcome or outcomes, which may involve mechanisms of standard-setting, information-gathering and behaviour modification.’
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some contexts, the study is limited to regulation by government or a government agent. Although definitions are diverse, the differences are generally articulated and justified, so confusion is rare.

‘Regulation’, which is potentially both broader and narrower than ‘law’, has some advantages over the latter when considering how technological activities are controlled and influenced. It is capable of capturing ‘soft law’ that may be ignored by traditional definitions of ‘law’ as well as more distributed means of control. With some definitions, it also includes unintentional influence such as market forces. A focus on regulation rather than law thus highlights means of influence (or intentional influence) other than traditional top-down rules. In the context of technology, where funding priorities and professional standards can play an important role, this broader focus is better able to explain the influences on technology (and even government influences on technology) than the concept of ‘law’ in its traditional sense. It also enables discussions about some of the advantages of decentralised, less formal rulemaking in controlling and influencing rapidly evolving technological practices. This creates a more complex picture of influences on conduct than simply asking ‘what formal legal rules apply?’

Although the reference to ‘regulation’ tends to broaden the discussion, the choice of ‘technology’ as a regulatory target worthy of study is rarely justified. Authors are less likely to be explicit about their definition of technology than about their definition of regulation. Typically, reference is made to the technologies which are currently at the forefront of development, such as biotechnology, information and communication technologies (or ICTs), neurotechnology and nanotechnology. Any such list must be constantly updated as what was once a new field may cease to be perceived as new (and yet may become ‘new’ again if it becomes a platform for a still newer technology). Discussions about the regulation of nanomedicine or the privacy implications of social media are thus seen, unproblematically, as being about ‘technology’. Generally speaking, discussions of older industries, even ones that are undergoing rapid innovation or are highly technological, are sidelined. In particular, road rules and product liability are rarely discussed in the context of technology regulation.
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Discussion of ‘technology regulation’ is most concerned with how regulators ought to deal with new technological fields.

Some writers do engage with broader definitions of technology that implicitly embraces all technological fields, not simply those that are new. For example, Koops defines ‘technologies’ as ‘the broad range of tools and crafts that people use to change or adapt to their environment’. Klang defines technology as ‘both the purposeful activity and results of the transformation or manipulation of natural resources and environments in order to satisfy human needs or goals,’ although he focuses his discussion on ‘disruptive’ technologies which incorporates an element of newness.

Whether or not discussion is formally limited to technologies that are ‘new’, a further question arises as to the relationship between the regulatory target and the technology. In most contexts in which technology regulation is discussed, the problem is associated with technology, and in particular with real or potential environmental, health or social harms that result from technological artefacts and processes. ‘Technology regulation’ could thus be the means employed (sometimes by government, sometimes more broadly) to reduce or eliminate such harms. This may be done by treating ‘technology’ as the regulatory target, and prohibiting the creation of particular artefacts or the use of particular processes. But, in line with the broad concept of ‘regulation’ and the fact that regulation is more likely to target social conduct than technology itself, it may be done through more subtle influences on designers and users, for instance by mandating particular courses in university engineering degrees or providing professional rewards for safety innovation. In such cases, the aim is to influence people in ways that will (hopefully) influence the shape of technological artefacts and processes.

The target of technology regulation is thus complex. Much depends on how one defines ‘technology’ and whether one restricts the definition to ‘tools and crafts’ or incorporates all ‘means’. One approach is to visualise a network comprising actors (including politicians and engineers) and objects (such as technological artefacts), with each node influencing other nodes. In this picture, the regulation of technology is simply the forces of influence within the network or, if regulation is limited to government, influence by certain actors on the overall shape of the network. The difficulty of such rendering is that it makes it difficult to distinguish questions of ‘technology regulation’ from regulation more broadly. After all, most regulation aims to influence a combination of people, things and relationships.
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Defining ‘technology regulation’ is not simple, and is even more difficult than defining its components separately (which is difficult enough). Overall, however, it would seem to concern regulation (defined broadly or narrowly) in a technological space, a socio-technical space, or possibly a ‘new’ technological space. Ultimately, technology regulation operates in practice as legal scholarship’s answer to the call of sociologists and philosophers to think about how ‘we’ can influence the form that socio-technical complexes take.

III. LAW OR REGULATION IN AN EVOLVING SOCIO-TECHNICAL LANDSCAPE

Within technology regulation scholarship, newness plays an important role, although its role is only sometimes made explicit. The reason why technology regulation scholarship does not in fact embrace all regulation is that it tends to focus on the new. It is therefore worth considering the extent to which the types of problems it considers arise from newness itself. If newness presents unique challenges, then those looking at the regulation of nanotechnologies can gain some insights from challenges described by cyberlawyers, so a unified banner for scholarship would make sense. It would also explain why the waves of scholarship in particular fields eventually decline as newness fades.

A study of newness would not be a study of the regulation of technology, as described above, but rather a study of law or regulation in the context of a new or changing technology. Between the concept of new technology and technological change, I prefer the latter as it includes situations where there is technological evolution in established fields. But either way, there is a clear link to scholarship that examines the ‘challenge of regulatory connection’, the ‘pacing problem’, and the ‘Collingridge dilemma.’

Brownsword’s description of the ‘challenge of regulatory connection’ is one account of the dilemma of newness. He describes the mismatch between current laws and regulatory approaches which are designed for the technological landscape of the past, requiring constant ‘reconnection’. This can be seen both when ‘new’ technologies (such as nanotechnology) enter into a ‘regulatory void’ and when older technologies, such as in vitro fertilisation and computers, morph beyond the forms contemplated in earlier regulatory regimes. Brownsword’s concept of regulatory disconnection is useful in that it allows one to observe disconnection even where there is no ‘legal’ disconnection. Copying digital music is still a breach of copyright – the language of the statute still applies and there is thus no legal disconnection – but ease of copying has affected social norms so that rates of copying have increased despite copyright laws and thus there is regulatory disconnection.
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Like the ‘challenge of regulatory connection’, the ‘pacing problem’ is an attempt to understand the struggle to ‘keep up’ with technology. There is more than one way to describe the ‘pacing problem’. One can look at the types of legal and regulatory problems that arise as a result of technological change including the need to manage new negative impacts and risks, the need to manage uncertainty in the application of existing laws, the need to adapt regulatory regimes that may be over-inclusive or under-inclusive when applied in the new context and the need to manage obsolescence. Alternatively, Brownsword distinguishes between descriptive and normative disconnection, and between productive and unproductive disconnection. These line up to some extent, although there are differences in emphasis. On a simplistic level, numerous scholars point to hare and tortoise metaphors to explain the difficulties faced by ‘law’ when interacting with ‘technology’. On a deeper level, new technologies can force us to question our commitment to and interpretation of important concepts and values, such as democracy.

One aspect of newness that is important from a regulatory perspective is the so-called Collingridge dilemma. Collingridge was concerned that regulators responding to a new technology faced twin hurdles. At an early stage in a technology’s development, regulation was problematic due to the lack of information about the technology’s likely impact. At a later stage, regulation was problematic as the technology would become more entrenched, making any changes demanded by regulators expensive to implement. The dilemma follows from sociological studies of technology that suggest that ‘interpretive flexibility’ is high in the early stages of a technology’s development, but ultimately stabilises in a (more or less) final form (‘closure’) following stabilisation. Another way of understanding the same phenomenon is to recognise that technological systems acquire ‘momentum’ as they grow larger and more complex, making them more resistant to regulatory prodding. This suggests that regulators wishing to influence technological design (to avoid or minimise risks of health, environmental and social harm, for instance) need to act at an early stage when the situation is more malleable. At an early stage, however, little is known about the prospects for the new technology, the harms it might cause or the forms it might take. Thus regulators face an ‘uncertainty
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paradox’, where they are forced to make decisions in the absence of reliable risk information or foreknowledge of technological developments. The extent to which these twin obstacles prove to be a dilemma depends on the rapidity and unpredictability of technological change, as well as the diffusion pattern associated with the technology in question. There may be partial solutions to this problem, such as involving experts, improving understandings of how regulators can manage different types of uncertainty, expressing obligations in broad terms or adopting a particular approach (such as the precautionary principle). Evaluating such solutions, alone or in combination, is important as it could guide government decision-making processes in new technological contexts.

Of course, not every new technology results in a Collingridge dilemma or a challenge of regulatory connection. New technologies are governed at the outset by general (or more general) regulatory regimes. The electric can opener, for instance, was governed at the outset by ordinary principles of patent law, property law, contract law and product liability. Only where there are regulatory gaps, associated with potential new harms or risks, does the Collingridge dilemma explain the difficulties of regulatory timing.

A focus on ‘newness’ fits well with most ‘technology regulation’ literature. While the definition of ‘technology’ used is often broad, most discussion is in fact confined to technologies that are relatively ‘new’ or evolving. The literature deals with questions such as how to regulate nanotechnology, the internet or biotechnology not how to regulate cars, boilers or building construction. This is not because the latter are unregulated, far from it, but because, as Koops puts it, ‘well known, “more of the same” technology applications will usually fall within the scope of existing legislation or other regulatory instruments in contrast to radically new technologies’. He highlights this point when discussing the ‘dimension of innovation’, pointing out that innovative technologies raise more questions than non-innovative ones. Others make similar points, For instance, Goodwin writes that ‘[r]egulatory efforts thus face an enormous challenge in keeping pace with technological developments.’ Another advantage to a focus on newness is that it recognises that technological change is an important problem for regulation generally, even when the target of regulation is not technology as such.
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A focus on technological change is, of course, simply one side of the equation. It looks at how technology has changed and what the implications are for law or regulation. It fits nicely with a hare and tortoise framing of the relationship between law and technology.

One can move to broader approaches. Perhaps the most broad is that suggested by Dizon, who takes a pluralist approach and recommends developing a field of socio techno legal studies which would explore the interactions among these related normative orders, in particular in the context of ICT. This approach has much to recommend it as it declines to make assumptions in advance about the dominance of any particular normative ordering in shaping behaviour. At the same time, it fails to give any sense of where connections might be found, leaving those questions open. While it is a useful avenue for scholarship generally, it is in a sense the beginning of the story. It leaves to later the substantive questions of what kinds of mutual learning might be possible, what patterns there might be in the interactions between society, law and technology.

One can, however, begin with a broader framing yet adopt a particular perspective, while recognising that other perspectives are also important. In particular, one can take the perspective of the lawyer or regulator concerned with issues at the technological frontier. Such a person usually has particular concerns, such as minimising the risk of harm to health or the environment, preserving social values such as privacy or enhancing democracy. They see socio-technical changes (either recent, potential or prospective) through the lens of such a concern. They then explore how law or regulation might be of assistance. This is the origin of most literature on ‘technology regulation’, as well as much legal literature in fields such as cyberlaw. It is not the only important question, it does not purport to be a comprehensive study of socio-techno legal spaces, but it is an attempt to understand where mutual learning among legal scholars might take place.

The reference to socio-technical change, rather than simply technological change, recognises the difficulties of defining ‘technology’ alluded to above. In particular, it acknowledges that what changes over time will not always be tools or processes themselves. Further, it avoids a narrow focus on invention, instead implicitly incorporating innovation and diffusion, in other words the potential new forms of conduct becoming part of social practice.

Summing up, this second approach to the study of law, regulation and technology would look at how law and regulation make explicit and implicit assumptions about the socio-technical environment in which they will operate. New technological options, when taken up in a significant way, require lawmakers and regulators to rethink their approach. At the same time, regulators are reminded of their own ability to influence the path of socio-technical development as it evolves.

IV. CHOOSING A LENS

---

Thus far, I have articulated two lenses through which the problems of law, regulation and technology might be examined. These are (1) technology regulation and (2) the challenges for law and regulation in an evolving socio-technical landscape.

In choosing one, it is important to reflect on what makes a useful framework for scholarship, and here particularly legal scholarship. At the very least, a framework must offer a useful lens for considering a particular problem. The subject matter being studied must be connected (so that something can be said about it) at the same time as being of some particular importance (so that a broader focus is inadequate for studying the problem). Secondly, it must avoid framing the problem in a way that introduces arbitrary biases. For instance, in the context of the relationship between law, regulation and technology, it would be unhelpful to arbitrarily prefer technology-specific solutions to legal problems or make inaccurate assumptions about the relationship between technology and society. Thirdly, it must allow its stories to be told from an appropriate starting-point. The ‘dimension of time’ is particularly important in understanding the relationship between law, regulation and technology. This section will evaluate the two potential frames against each of these criteria.

What Constitutes a Useful Lens—or How to Avoid the ‘Law of the Horse’

At a 1996 cyberlaw conference, Judge Frank Easterbrook compared cyberlaw to the ‘law of the horse’, being the attempt to understand the law of horses through the lens of cases concerning sales of horses, people kicked by horses, licensing and racing of horses and so forth. In other words, Easterbrook argued that neither horses nor computers were a useful lens through which to view the law. One was much better off, in his view, studying traditional subjects such as tort law, contract law, property law and so forth. The application to horses and computers (and everything else) would then follow. His argument also pointed to the risks of dilettantism, but that aspect of his argument is contingent, and of less interest here.

Easterbrook’s critique of cyberlaw was rebutted by Lawrence Lessig, who explained that cyberlaw was a useful lens because it revealed that ‘law’ as traditionally conceived was not the only regulatory force. This became Lessig’s wellknown thesis in Code and Other Laws of Cyberspace, that law, norms, market and architecture/technology/code were all regulatory forces that operated alone and in combination to restrict and influence behaviour. Cyberspace proved to be useful for the points Lessig was making about technology as a form of regulation, although one could arguably have reached similar conclusions from architecture in a traditional sense. Lessig was making a general
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point about diverse influences on behaviour, using the example of cyberspace which, by virtue of the fact that its ‘code’ evolved rapidly, was extremely useful as an illustration.

One can ask the same question that Easterbrook did about cyberlaw in the choice to study the regulation of technology. If the regulation of technology is to be a useful subject for scholarly examination, (1) one must be able to say something about the regulation of technology in general (aside from what one can say about the regulation of particular technologies) and (2) there must be something unique about questions around the regulation of ‘technology’ that do not apply when considering regulation more generally. The choice of field cannot be arbitrary in the way that horses are for law. Alternatively, like Lessig, one can use ‘technology regulation’ examples to make broader points, presumably because they provide the most useful illustrations of those broader points.

While there is much to say about the regulation of particular technologies, or particular classes of technologies (such as ICT or biomedical technologies), there is little in the notion of ‘technology’ that explains connections between fields or that differentiates technology regulation from regulation more broadly. Surveying the field to date, it would seem that the fact that technology (as opposed to technological change) is involved leads to little commonality in terms of questions about regulation. Brownword’s discussion of regulatory legitimacy, regulatory effectiveness and regulatory cosmopolitanism are important beyond the context of technology—legitimacy, effectiveness and cosmopolitanism should be considered in any regulatory exercise, whether or not technology is the regulatory target. Similarly, many of Koops’ ‘dimensions of technology regulation’ operate on a narrower or broader lens. Thus the dimension of technology type is a reminder that many useful insights are found, not when considering technology as a whole but when considering particular classes of technology or even particular technologies. The dimension of place, when seen as a reference to geography and jurisdiction, is a relevant factor for all regulatory questions, whether or not technology is involved. To the extent that some technologies create new places (such as cyberspace and virtual worlds), the issues are primarily related to ICT. The dimensions of regulation type and normative outlook apply to regulation generally. To the extent technology raises unique issues in the dimensions of knowledge and time, they are largely tied to technological change rather than technology as such. Questions of discipline, problem and framing raise issues about the comparability of academic research that apply very broadly, and are not limited to the field of technology regulation.

One remaining dimension, the dimension of innovation, is intriguing. To some extent, this dimension refers to technological change. But it can also refer to the link between regulation and innovativeness. Various policy settings, including the applicable regulatory framework, have the effect of encouraging or stifling innovation in particular fields. Bernstein might add that they will also have an impact on the diffusion of innovation.\footnote{Bernstein (n 43).} This relates to a broader scholarship about how innovation can be
encouraged, from the design of patent law to analyses of funding models.\textsuperscript{54} There are important questions to be asked about the role of regulation in this context, including the extent to which assumptions made in designing regulations unwittingly discriminate against as-yet-unknown technological possibilities\textsuperscript{55} and whether a right to innovate ought to limit our willingness to embrace precautionary approaches to regulation.\textsuperscript{56}

However, these questions are not only important in the context of the regulation of technology as such. Regulation of activities with no evident technological link can stifle innovation. To take an example from land law, there used to be a rule that one owned land \textit{usque ad coelum} (up to the heavens). This rule did not purport to regulate any particular technology as such, but rather clarified the meaning of what was essentially a twodimensional allocation of land. Yet it was reflection on the desirability for innovation (and diffusion) of air transportation technologies that led to a judicial restriction of the doctrine. In \textit{Pickering v Rudd},\textsuperscript{57} the court held that no action in trespass was available on the basis of a board overhanging the plaintiff’s garden lest it follow that ‘an aeronaut is liable to an action of trespass \textit{quare clausum fregit} at the suit of the occupier of every field over which his balloon passes in the course of his voyage’.\textsuperscript{58} The \textit{usque ad coelum} rule risked restricting innovation (and diffusion) of new technologies, despite the fact that it itself had nothing to do with ‘technology regulation’. Consideration of the impact of regulation on technological innovation (and diffusion) thus needs to look beyond regulation of technology as such.

The difficulty here is thus not that work on questions around ‘technology regulation’ does not yield insights. Many articles have made important points either within a particular technological context or more broadly. Rather the question is whether the ‘technology’ lens is a useful one for considering questions of regulation.\textsuperscript{59} In other words, it is important to consider whether there is anything that links this field together other than the use of up-to-date examples. To be a useful lens, ‘technology regulation’ must be able to yield insights that could not be gained by looking at the problem of regulation either more broadly (as regulatory theory does) or more narrowly (in a particular technological or regulatory context). Alternatively, it must be a particularly useful field on which to test a particular idea, which is how Lessig ultimately used cyberlaw. Indeed the study of the use of technology as a regulatory tool, which is closely related to Lessig’s recognition that ‘code is law’ has
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yielded important insights for regulatory theory. However, scholarship on technology regulation, as in the regulation of technologies, does not meet these requirements. There is nothing about technology, no hidden element in any of the usual definitions offered that explains why technology needs to be regulated more than other kinds of social activities, or why it presents unique regulatory problems. That is not to say that some technologies (weaponry, dangerous processes and so forth) ought not be regulated, only that such regulation would need to be justified in the particular context. Pointing to the fact that ‘technology’ is involved reveals little.

One thread that connects much of that literature, and which does provide a useful lens through which related problems can be studied, is to study legal and regulatory issues faced as a result of technological change. This is, in Brownsword’s terminology, the challenge of regulatory connection. It can be demonstrated that similar issues are found across historical, doctrinal and technological contexts.\(^{60}\) One can study the kinds of problems that arise as technology changes, one can ask about the effectiveness of prevention (in the form of technology neutral drafting, for instance), and one can consider how regulators ought to approach a new, rapidly changing technology in the face of uncertainty about risk (both known unknowns and unknown unknowns). One can also consider questions of institutional design, in particular how existing institutions such as law reform agencies or proposed specialised institutions such as a ‘scanning probe agency’ might help lawmakers and regulators manage technological change generally or in particular contexts.\(^{61}\) All of these issues are tied to the idea of technological, or socio-technical, change. This study of the impact of a changing socio-technical context on legal and regulatory design thus presents unique, yet related, problems.

**Avoiding Arbitrary Bias: the Risk of Unnecessary Technology-Specificity**

Despite the fact that ‘technology’ as a category is unhelpful in deciding whether or not to regulate, the idea of ‘technology regulation’ as a topic for study tends to suggest the opposite. It is not hard to convince lawyers of the benefits of ‘colonizing’ new technological frontiers such as space and virtual worlds.\(^{62}\) The sense that technology needs control, needs regulation, is often non-specific. This can be seen in the responses to in vitro fertilisation, where the Foreword to the Warnock Report referred to the desire for ‘some principle or other’ to govern developments in reproductive technologies with ‘some barriers’ and ‘some limits’ set by government.\(^{63}\) Regulation of technology seems desirable for its own sake.

Asking questions about ‘technology regulation’ does more than suggest a need to regulate technology, it causes problems and questions to be phrased in those terms. As Susan Brenner has observed, there
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is a tendency to think of problems in terms of the ‘misuse’ of technology.\textsuperscript{64} This can, as she notes, result in duplicative, compartmentalised rules designed around particular technological contexts – separating telephone harassment laws from computer harassment laws, for instance. If one begins with the question ‘How should we protect against risks associated with X technology?’, one is more likely to conclude that what is needed is regulation designed to control risks associated with that technology, which often leads to technology-specific thinking in formulating a solution.\textsuperscript{65} If the regulatory problem is defined in terms of technology, it is likely the solution will be crafted in similar terms. Regulators do not need to worry \textit{generally} about how to frame new laws in a way that will manage particular risks or protect particular values if they are asked only to think about how a particular technology should be regulated.

In the context of nanotechnology, which has generated the field of nano-law, it is thus not surprising to find technology-specific laws being proposed and enacted. A number of cities and states in the United States have adopted or considered nanotechnology as a regulatory category.\textsuperscript{66} In Europe, cosmetics containing nanomaterials are subject to specific provisions, including safety, reporting and labelling requirements.\textsuperscript{67} The European Parliament has also expressed its preference for a nanospecific approach more generally.\textsuperscript{68} A private member’s bill in Canada (C-494) proposed a nanospecific approach. The United States Environmental Protection Agency has also considered nanospecific regulation.\textsuperscript{69} In Australia, industrial nanomaterials that do not correspond to an ‘existing’ chemical are excluded from some exemption categories by the regulator NICNAS (National Industrial Chemicals Notification and Assessment Scheme).\textsuperscript{70} Regulators were asked to solve the regulatory problems raised by nanotechnology, and they did, but they often did so in a technology-specific way. Technology-specific laws are sometimes desirable.\textsuperscript{71} If there is a moral objection to a technology as such, then the prohibition needs to target that technology. Without getting into the debate, if human reproductive cloning is seen as wrong in itself, then it ought to be prohibited. Similarly, the Catholic Church and radical feminists who oppose artificial reproduction generally, are entitled to argue that we should ‘discriminate’ against artificial means of reproduction. There is nothing illogical in arguing
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for technology-specific legislation, but it only makes sense to do so if the regulatory rationale is closely tied to the technology itself.

In the case of nanotechnology, the risks presented are closely related to the risks associated with other chemical substances and methods of manufacture. They are different at the level of specifics (in that nano-silver has different properties from standard silver) but they are not different in kind. Whatever risk-avoidance mechanisms are prescribed for chemicals generally can be used for nano-materials provided legislation is amended to undo the assumptions made about chemicals in the original legislation. For instance, the legislation needs to recognise that particle size (among other things) can affect properties and more thought is needed on how chemicals whose risks are still being investigated (the known unknowns) are managed. Regulation that targets ‘nanotechnology’, on the other hand, will almost inevitably become obsolete.

None of this is to say that nanotechnology does not raise unique problems, and that regulatory regimes designed prior to the manufacture of nanomaterials worked effectively in the new context. They did not, and many articles and reports have been written explaining the problems faced when applying older laws and regulatory regimes to nanotechnology. But these are exactly the kinds of problems faced generally in applying rules, designed for an older socio-technical landscape, in a new context. Solving such problems need not involve technology-specific thinking (unless, of course, a technology-specific rule is considered appropriate in the specific context). Further, by thinking of reasons why particular rules do not work, broader solutions can be formulated. By thinking of the problematic assumptions underlying the formulation of rules, one can resolve those problems in a technologically-neutral way.

Of course, one could demand as a principle of technology regulation that the resulting regulatory regimes also be technology-neutral. One could have ‘technological neutrality’ as a principle for regulating technology (when that principle is appropriate). However, that only raises the question of
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why the problem is framed in terms of regulating ‘technology’ in the first place. In other words, why embed technological-specificity in the framing of the problem, if one often prefers technology-neutral outcomes?

There is another sense in which technology-focused thinking becomes problematic. We tend to be more concerned about technological dimensions of what are in fact broader problems. This is best illustrated by the concern with ‘human enhancement’ technologies, whether chemical or genetic in origin. Some of the concern relates to health risks, but a substantial reason for opposing these technologies is that they advantage some children (generally already privileged and wealthy children) over others. In other words, there is an element of unfair competition. These same arguments are applicable to other situations, although they are generally seen as less persuasive. For instance, private schooling can entrench advantage and result in unfair competition for university places and jobs and, while it has opponents, the same arguments become less politically persuasive in this context. There is a tendency to be more concerned when the means through which unfair advantage is obtained are technological, rather than social or economic. Whether or not this is appropriate raises broader questions. But we should not build a bias against the technological into the framing of the question.

The alternative framing of the issue does not suffer from the same problem. It leaves open the question of whether socio-technical change ought to result in legal or regulatory change and how any such change ought to be expressed. Where new laws or regulatory change is thought appropriate, the question of the extent to which they ought to be designed around particular new things, activities or relationships remains an open one.

**The Dimension of Time**

A study that focuses on the regulation of technology suggests that analysis begins with a technological invention, extends through innovation and diffusion, with hurdles tied to ongoing evolution. The law and regulation being studied or proposed are born in response to technology, their history is hidden. In particular, it evokes statements such as that allegedly made by one of the men who devised the atom bomb: ‘Edwin, now that the scientists have invented the atom bomb, it is up to you lawyers to find a way of controlling its use.’

As was illustrated earlier with the *usque ad coelum* example, rules that pre-date a technology can ‘regulate’ or even ‘prohibit’ it prior to its invention. The overall regulatory environment influences technological development in advance. One can see this in the context of technical standards which can unwittingly discriminate against particular avenues of innovation, even when expressed as
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technologically-neutral performance standards. It is even more obvious in laws designed to be technology-forcing, such as tax laws that encourage particular avenues of research and development and carbon taxes that provide financial incentives for the development of renewable energy technologies. But even generally applicable forms of regulation, such as that implicit in tort law, have an impact on the design of new technologies.

Conversely, a new technology can change the regulatory effect of a particular rule. In the west of the United States, prior to the invention and diffusion of barbed wire fences, parliament wished to pass a law that would protect the free range from a common law rule that the owner of an animal was liable for damage done by that animal to a neighbour’s land. The law that made sense to them was to limit liability for harm done by animals to animals that crossed a physical fence on the neighbour’s land. This balanced a person’s right to their homestead against grazier’s rights to the free range. From an interest group perspective, the graziers won the argument in the legislature. But they lost the war, not because legislators changed their minds, but because barbed wire fencing converted the exact same law into an abolition of the free range. Regulatory intent, in a law that appeared to have nothing to do with technology, was subverted by technological change.

In each of these two examples, regulatory regimes were impacted by technological change or, more accurately, a change in the socio-technical landscape. After the change, one could ask whether the rules ought to be changed, and one could come to different conclusions. But neither story really began with technology. By studying law and regulation as impacted by a changing socio-technical landscape, one can see this. Just as a new regulatory move does not work in isolation but rather impacts on a pre-existing regulatory matrix, so too new and potential socio-technical practices are influenced at the outset by the pre-existing regulatory matrix, and in turn change it, either directly (in the code as law sense) or indirectly (as where rules are changed to better fit with the new practices).

However, thinking about the problem in terms of ‘regulating technologies’ seems to begin the story at the wrong moment in time. A new technology does not only raise the question of whether we need to regulate it. It also raises the question of how it fits into a pre-existing legal and regulatory landscape. We do not think of land law as ‘regulating’ the technologies of ballooning or barbed wire, although it may have this effect. The relationship is more complex, and better characterised by a recognition that law and regulation make assumptions about what is possible in the world, they are designed to operate in an assumed socio-technical landscape. Sometimes this is explicit, but often it is implicit. Changes in a socio-technical landscape are thus potentially problematic, even though they will not always cause problems. What Brownsword calls ‘the challenge of regulatory connection’ is crucial. However, it is crucial beyond regulatory regimes that target technology as such.
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V. CONCLUSION

My aim in this article has been to suggest that ‘technology regulation’ is not the best lens for considering the kinds of issues raised by new technologies. One might still ask, however, whether this really matters. Since important and useful work is being published under that heading, who cares?

My first response to that question would be to observe that we need to ensure that the right kinds of conversations are taking place. If nanotechnology, information technology, neurotechnology and biotechnology are all being discussed in the same places, we need to know what kinds of things scholars in these different fields can learn from one another. As Easterbrook noted, little would be gained by bringing together diverse scholars to consider the law of the horse. However, there are real links between the kinds of problems that arise in all of these areas as a result of socio-technical change. For example, one can look to problems such as the Collingridge dilemma without re-inventing the intellectual wheel with each new technology in terms of how such problems are approached.

The second reason why it is important is that, while lawyers tend to be very good at rushing to the scene when something is new and exciting, we tend to disappear when problems become more mundane, but no less important. The challenge of regulatory connection is an ongoing one, and we need good mechanisms for making ongoing adaptations as circumstances change. Technology will not always be new, but it will always be changing, presenting new legal and regulatory problems.

On a related point, because change is continuous, we need to think broadly about how to minimise risks of harm and protect important values in an evolving socio-technical landscape. We cannot do this by limiting our thinking to singular one-at-a-time technological frames. Nano-law can solve today’s problems, but technology specific solutions will be short-lived. We need to think more broadly about regulation of new materials with as-yet-unknown risks. If we care about values such as privacy, we need to think about how it can be supported by regulation. It is not that the technological context is irrelevant—technologies such as miniature cameras, data mining, data storage are all important as they shape the socio-technical landscape. But while the solution will sometimes be ‘technology regulation’ in the form of restrictions on particular products or particular processes, this is not always optimal from a design perspective. We need to think more broadly about how to regulate to protect values and minimise harm in light of an evolving socio-technical landscape rather than simply asking how technology ought to be regulated.

Of course, the approach I am advocating still takes a particular perspective, that of a person considering changes to laws or intentional regulation. It is not directly interdisciplinary, but lives within legal scholarship at the technological frontier. It also focuses on changes related to technology, rather than changes related to knowledge or moral beliefs. It is thus only one part of a broader story about the relationship between law, regulation, science, technology and society. It does not address
larger questions such as whether law and regulation are inherently technological in their approach or whether either will continue to be effective in controlling behaviour in particular imagined technological futures. Nevertheless, it is one that will hopefully enable useful conversations about how law and regulation can operate effectively at the technological frontier.